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China's traditional paintings in order to respect the human nature as the 
prerequisite, the pursuit of naive fantasy, expression of the true feelings, express the 
original natural, let the secular in nature where ignorance has been washed, return to 
innocence, simplicity, this is the most primitive ideas on the art of the real——The 
performance of〝innocence〞. 
Modern Chinese art education is facing a serious problem: The artistic realism of 
Chinese painting has gradually disappeared. That the original state of nature, all of 
this should be a " baby's innocence "、"the initial heart" innocence is being gradually 
eroded. 〝Innocence〞in modern Chinese art education gradually disappear，lost the 
simple truth，students gradually lost its pure nature. 
Modern Chinese art education has formed a stylized Stereotype Thinking Pattern. 
In this kind of education, Society, school, teachers, parents to enable students to put 
on a variety of chains. Children's thinking from pre-school, nursery school, primary 
and secondary schools, high school of fixed-style, clamp mode of thinking deeply, 
Stylized form of Stereotype Thinking Pattern has become a stubborn, totally do not 
own the truth, nature, away from the natural, Into unreligious obscurantism among, 
created a spiritual obscurantism. 
So, modern Chinese art education concepts and models need to radically upgrade. 
To make education and educated by the unreligious ignorance can be cleansing, to 
show the most primitive art of the true theory of ideas; Need to return to original 
innocence, respect for the child's own nature, to explore the nature of naive pure heart. 
Starting from the most sincere sentiment, with the most sincere feelings with nature, 
self-expression；Need to focus on the child's principal role，to develop their autonomy, 
to give their full extension of the time and space, so that children can freely develop 
creativity. This is the reason for the return of innocence, is "Innocence" performance. 
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题材、我的家乡题材、迎接奥运题材、爱护地球题材……)     
图 1 
《我爱祖国》          



































































       






























地域性和画室性雷同。（如图 3）       
图 3 










央美学生作品：      
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